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Finite Automata 
ART~U~ T. Pu 
Department of Mathematics, University of Illinois, Chicago, Illinois 60680 
The problem of generalized pair decomposition (GPD) allowing 
two-way interconneetions forincomplete finite automata is studied. A 
pair of *-covers on the set of states of an automation M are naturally 
induced by each GPD of M. A necessary and sufficient condition on a 
pair of *-covers obtainable from a GPD of M is established. Input con- 
figuration between component automata is defined and a lower bound 
for the number of input configurations from one component to 
another is given. It is shown that one component can always be ad- 
justed so the bound is met for the other. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of decomposing a finite atttomaton has been investigated 
by many authors, Stearns and Hartmanis (1961), Krohn and Rhodes 
(1963), Kohavi (1964), Hartmanis and Stearns (1964), Yoeli (1965) and 
Zeiger (1965), etc. However, their results were toward decomposing an 
automaton into series and parallel connections of automata. The present 
work is an extension to the problem of generalized ecomposition where 
two-way interconnections between component automata re permitted. 
Our decomposition does not presuppose any particular form for the 
circuit of an automaton. 
With the new technology, the problem of economical realization no 
longer lies in the actual complexity of the logical design in each building 
block. Aside from a given upper limit, the complexity is not reflected in 
the cost. Thus, subject o the restraint of the given limit on each block, 
our main object is to minimize the number of interconnections between 
blocks. Therefore, a large portion of this work is devoted to the study of 
input configurations between component automata of a generalized pair 
decomposition. 
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We first consider a pair automaton M' with component automata 
Mi = <S1, I'1, fl), M2 -- ($2, T2 , f:>. We then give the definition of a 
generalized pair decomposition (GPD) of a given automaton 
M = (S, T,f>. A *-cover 92 of S is an l-tuple (Ai, • • • , Az) such that for 
each i, A i _c S and U~=i A i = S. We show that each GPD of M gives 
rise to a pair of *-covers 92, !~ of S. We then establish a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a pair of *-covers (~I, !B) of S to be obtainable in 
this manner from a GPD of M. 
In discussing the properties of a GPD M" of M, we find that all proper- 
ties are represented by M" as a partition pair decomposition of a larger 
subautomaton M' of M", where M is a homomorphic mage of M ~. We 
introduce the notion of input configurations between component au- 
tomata of a GPD and define the notion of connecting lines in terms of 
these input configurations. We deduce that to find the number of input 
configurations between component automata is actually a covering 
problem. In each GPD of M, we obtain a lower bound k for the number of 
the input configurations from one component to the other. This lower 
bound Ic, obtained from certain properties of an equivalence relation is 
much easier to compute than solving the covering problem. We then 
show that for certain GPD's of M, the number of input configurations 
from one component to the other actually achieves its lower bound k. 
The known results on series and parallel decomposition of an au- 
tomaton are shown to be special cases of our results. 
B. PRELIMINARIES 
An automaton M (non-deterministic, ncomplete, finite) is a triplet 
<S, T, f) where S is a finite set of "states", T is a finite set of "input 
letters", and f is a transition function mapping S X T into P(S) ,  the 
set of all subsets of S. Let D (f) = { (s, t) I f(s, t) # ~ 1. Without affecting 
the behavior of M, we may assume that the set S is the union of the first 
projection of D(f) and the set of elements in the image sets under f. 
Similarly we may assume the set T to be just the second projection of 
D (f). We denote by T* the set of all finite sequences of T, including the 
null sequence . 
The transition function f of an automaton can be extended to have 
domain S X T* by the following reeursive rules. If we denote this ex- 
tended function again by f, then f(s, e) = {s} and for each t E T* and 
h q T,f(s,  ttl) = U~Es(~,,)f(s, tl). 
A deterministic automaton M -- (S, T, f> is an automaton such that for 
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all (s, t) C D(f),  f(s, t) is a singleton set. A complete automaton is one 
such that D(f) = S X T. An automaton Ms = ($2, T2, fs) is a subau- 
tomaton of M1 = (S~, T1, fl) if and only if T2 _~ T1, $2 c $1, 
D(f2) ~ D(f~) and for all (s, t) C D(f2),f2(s, t) cry(s, t). 
Throughout the context of this work, by an automaton we shall always 
mean a deterministic incomplete finite automaton, unless otherwise 
stated. 
II. PAIR AUTOMATON AND GENERALIZED PAIR DECOMPOSITION 
An automaton M = (~), 3, if) is a pair automaton if and only if 
~ $1 × S~ where $1 = 7r1(~), the first projection of ~, andSs = II2(~) 
the second projection of ~. Since the states in a pair automaton are 
ordered pairs, we can interpret M to be consisting of two component 
automata M1 -- (S~, $2 × 3, fl} and Ms = ($2, S~ × 3, f2) where for all 
(a, b, a) E D(~), f~(a, b, a) = IL[ff(a, b), a], i = 1, 2. Obviously, these 
two automata re interconnected in some way. 
n.  INTERCONNECTIONS IN A PAIR AUTOMATON 
Let M be a pair automaton with component automata 
M~ = (S1, $2 X 3, ft}, M.~ = ($2, S~ X 3, f2}. 
Let $1 = {al, . . .  , a~}, $2 = {bt, . . .  , b~}. For each al C $I, we 
define a functionf~ from S~ X 3 into $2 such that for all (bj, a) C S~ X 3, 
f~(bj ,  a) = fl(a~, b~, a). Similarly for each b: C S~, we define a func- 
tion fbj from S~ X 5 into $1. These functions determine the intercon- 
nection between M~ and M2. 
Two states a~, a2 C S~ are said to be compatible;f~, N f~ if and only if 
the two functions f~ ,  f~ are the same mapping over their common do- 
main. We consider a set of mutually compatible states as one input con- 
figuration from M~ to M~. Let F~ ~ (the number of input configurations 
from M~ to M2) denote the number of elements in a collection obtained 
above which has the least cardinality among all such collections. Simi- 
larly for F~, the number of input configurations from M~ to M~. For a 
collection of such input configurations from M~ to M~ and from M~ to 
M1, we mus~ encode it into alphabetical information. These, in turn, 
nmst be coded into binary signals. If we denote by Ix] the least non- 
negative integer _> x for any real number x, then we need [logz F1] and 
[log~ F2] number of binary signals. Call [logs F~] and [Iog~ F~] the number 
of connecting lines from M~ to Ms and from M2 to M~, respectively. 
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In fact, one can represent this compatible relation by a cover e of 
S~, i = 1, 2. Each member in this cover is a collection of mutually com- 
patible elements in S~. Thus the problem of finding the number of input 
configurations (hence the number of connecting lines) is a covering 
problem, i.e., to find a minimum (in the sense of cardinality) subcovers 
C~ of the cover e. 
B. GENERALIZED PAIR DECOMPOSITION 
An automaton M~ = (S~, T~, f2> is a homomorphic image of an au- 
tomaton M1 = (S~, /'1, A> if and olfly if there exists an onto function 
: S~ --> $2 and an onto function h : T1 --> T2 such that 
f2[~(Sl), h(tl)] = @(fl(Sl, tl)) 
for all (sl, t) C D(A). In the case when ¢ and h are both one to one 
onto Ms and Ms are isomorphic. If M~ is a homomorphic image of a sub- 
automaton of M1, then M~ is said to realize M~. 
DEF IN IT ION II.l. G iven  an automaton  M.  A pair automaton  M'  is a 
generalized pair decomposition of M if and only if M' realizes M. 
Suppose M'  = CD, T, ~:) is a GPD of M = (S, T,f> and,  is a homo- 
morphism from ~) to S realizing M, then we have an associated triplet 
($I, $2, ~>. Conversely, we have: 
THEORE~ II.1. Let M = (S, T, f). Let (S~ , $2, ~) be a triplet where ~ is 
a function from $ ~ S~ X $2 onto S and II1(8) = $1,112(8) = $2. Then 
there exists a non-empty collection of GPD's of M whose associated triplet 
is the given (S~ , S~ , ~). 
Proof. Define a pair automaton M1 = (g, T, fl} as follows: for each 
(s~, s~) C g and each aCT  such that (~(sl, s~), a) CD(f) ,  let 
A((sl ,  s2), a) be an arbitrary element in ¢-1(f@(s~, s~), a)) .  Let 
= II~(D(f~)) UA(D(A)), then ~ c $ and 
~(~D) D II~(D(f)) (Jf(D(f)). 
Furthermore, M1 realizes M. Clearly, ~-1(f(~(81, s~), a)) may contain 
more than one element. For each choice we get a GPD of M whose 
associated triplet is the given <$1, $2, @. 
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We call such a triplet <$1 • $2, ~), a generalized pair decomposition triplet 
(GPDT)  of M. Hence for a given GPD of M, there exists a unique GPDT 
of M. Conversely, for a given GPDT of M, there associates a non-empty 
set of GPD of M. Furthermore, we know exactly how to obtain each 
member of this set. Thus we may study the properties of GPD of M 
through the properties of GPDT of M. 
We note that a unique non-deterministic automaton can be constructed 
for each GPDT,  namely, we define fl((s~ s2), a) -1 , = ~ ( f@(s l ,  se), c~)). 
I I I .  *-COVERS 
Allowing extreme generality, given a mapping ~ from a cartesian 
product S1 X $2 onto a set S, we show in Remark II I .1 that ~ most 
naturally induces on the set S a pair of so-called *-covers, not just a pair 
of set systems. 
DEFINITION III.1. Let S be a finite set of symbols. Then ~1 is a *-cover 
of ~ if and only if ~I = (A1, • • • , At) is an l-tuple of non-empty subsets 
of ~ not necessarily all distinct, (i.e., there may exist i ~ j with A~ = Ai), 
such that their union is S. 
DEFINITION III.2. Let ~ be a *-cover of S. Let p be a function from 
onto another set S. Let 9 /= (p(AI), . . .  , p(A~)). Then ~I is a *-cover of 
S and is said to be induced by *-cover ~ of S under p. 
Two %covers g[, ~ of S are said to be equivalent if ~I can be obtained 
from I~ by permuting the coordinates of ~3. 
Remark I I I.1. Each GPDT <A, B, ~) of M = (S, T,f) ,  and each order- 
ing of A, B defines a pair of *-covers of S as follows. Let A = { a~, • • • , az}, 
B = {b~, . - . ,  b~}. Represent ~ by an 1 X m table, where rows and 
columns are labeled by i, j, respectively. The state s is in the (i, j ) th  
entry if ~(a~, b~-) = s. For each i and each j, let A~ and Bj be the sets con- 
taining the elements in the ith row and j th  column respectively. Then 
~[ = (A1, -. • , At) and ~3 = (B1, . . .  , B,~) are two *-covers of S where 
A~ = {s 13~,p(a~, bj) = s}, Bj = {s]'4~, ~(ai, bj) -- s}. Furthermore, 
any reordering of A, B will give rise to *-covers ~I', ~'  which are equiva- 
lent to g[, ~ respectively. Hence we can consider ~I, ~3 as two ordered 
sets. 
We shall now try to establish a theorem (Theorem III .2) in the other 
direction, namely, a necessary and sufficient condition for a pair of 
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*-covers (9/, ~)  of S to ensure the existence of ~ function ~ such that 
<S~, $2, ~) is a GPDT of M, where $1, S~, gives rise to ~I, ~5, respectively 
(that is, a parallel condition which generalizes the situation on a pair of 
set systems which ensures the existence of a series-parallel decompo- 
sition). Obviously, if we require the pair of *-covers 9/, ~ to have only 
trivial intersection, 9/O ~ = 0 (meaning A n B is either empty or a 
singleton for each coordinate A of 9/and B of ~) ,  then a function ~ with 
the required property not only exists but is uniquely determined. How- 
ever, we are interested in the general case where ~ does not have to be 
uniquely defined when given 9/, ~, but just the possibility to have at least 
one desired ~ defined. To do this we first obtain a weaker statement 
(Theorem III.1). Using that as a stepping stone, we arrived at our de- 
sired result. 
In the following, let 9/ = (A~, . . . ,  Az), !3 = (B~, . . . ,  B~) be 
. 
-covers of S. 
DEFINITION 111.3. A pair of *-covers (9/, ~)  of S is said to be Mutually 
Distr~7~utive (MD) if and only if: 
(i) For each i, it is possible to distribute A~ over the coordinates of
~;  i.e., 3 gi : A~ --~ ~ such that for all x E A~, x E g~(x). 
(ii) For each j, it is possible to distribute Bs over 9/. 
EXAMPLE III.1. Let S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Let 
9/ = (A~ = {1,2,3},A~ = {3,4},A~ = {2, 5,4}), 
= (B~ = {1,5},B2 = {2,3,4},B~ = {2,3,4}). 
Then the pair (9/, ~5) is MD. We note that the pair of *-covers defined 
in Remark III.1 is also NID. 
Let 9/be a *-cover of S. Let s E S. For each i, where s E A~, 9/<~.~) is 
defined as the l-tuple (A1, ".- , A~_I, Ai - {8}, . . .  , Azl. For each 
s E S, M~(s) denotes the number of coordinates in 9/ containing s. 
Let (9/, ~)  be a MD pair of *-covers of S such that for all s E S, 
M~(s) --- M~(s) = m(s). For each s E S where re(s) > 1, (~/, !8) is 
said to have the lst-s-deleted distributive property if: (i) for each i where 
s E A~, 3 j  9 s C Bi and (9/(8.~), ~c~,J)) is MD, (ii) similarly, with A~, 
Bj interchanged. We recursively define (~I, ~)  to have the nth-s-deleted 
distributive property (nth-s-DDP) by (i), (ii) as above with MD re- 
placed by (n -- 1)th-s-DDP. 
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DEFINITION III.4. Let (91, ~3) be a MD pair of *-covers of S such that 
for all s C S, M~(s) = M~(s) = re(s). Then (?I, ~)  is said to have the 
deleted distributive property (DDP) if for each s C S, re(s) > 1, (91, ~3) 
has the (re(s) - 1)th-s-DDP. 
The pair of *-covers in Example III.1 has DDP. However, as illus- 
trated by Example III.2, not all MD pair of *-covers of S in which 
Ma(s) = M~(s) for all s, will have DDP.  
EXAMeLE 111.2. Let 91 = ({1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, /4, 5}), ~ = ({1, 2, 4}, 
{2, 3, 4}, {3, 5}). It  is easily checked that they are MD and M~(s) = 
M~(s) for all s. Yet (91, ~3) does not have DDP, since state 4 cannot be 
deleted from A3 = {4, 5}. 
DEFINITION III.5. Let (91, ~3) be a MD pair of *-covers. Let At be a 
coordinate of ~I and s C At • Then At is said to require s in a coordinate 
Bi  of ~3 to distribute, if whenever A~ is distributed over ~,  s must be in B~.. 
We note the following immediate consequences of the definition: 
(1) If for some s E S, M~(s) = Ms(s) = 1. A, B are the coordi- 
nates containing s in g[, ~3 respectively. Clearly in this case, A requires 
s in B to distribute and B requires s in A to distribute. 
(2) Let (9i, ~) be with DDP.  Suppose A~ requires s in B~. to dis- 
tribute and s t E Ai [~ B~., d # s. Then: (i) A~ cannot also require s' in 
Bi to distribute; (ii) B~. cannot require s' in A~ to distribute; (iii) if for 
r # j, s' in B, can be used to distribute A~, then necessarily s C By ; 
(iv) for any k # i with s in A~, A~ cannot require s in Bj to distribute. 
(3) Let (91, ~3) be with DDP. Suppose s E S such that for each At 
containing s, A~ can use s in any B~. containing s to distribute, and con- 
versely for each Bi containing s, B~- can use s in any A~ containing it to 
distribute. Then if s' ~ s, and s, s ~ are in At n B~, neither A~ 
nor Bk requires d in Bk or A~ to distribute, respectively. 
Let a be a mapping from a subset A of A~ into the coordinates of (g. 
Let B~ ~,  (A), s q~ A, we say A~ requires s in Bh to distribute with flxed a 
if: (1) A is distributed over a(A) though the fixed a; and (2) At - A 
requires s in Bh to distribute over the remaining coordinates of ~. 
Remark III.2. The properties discussed in the preceding paragraphs are 
still true when one replaces the statement "Ak (or B~) requires s in B~ 
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(or Ak) to distribute" by the statement "Ak (or Bh) requires in Bh (or 
A~) to distribute with fixed a." 
Let ~ = (A1, .. • , Az), ~ = (BI, • • • , B~). Let I~, I~ be index sets 
of ~, ~. 
T~EO~EM III.1. Let (~, ~) be a 1VID pair of *-covers orS. Then (~t, f~) 
has DDP if and only if 3 ? from a subset of I~ X Im onto S such that 
(1) For each coordinate A~ of ~, 
A~ = {s{3 j ,  ~(i ,  j )  = s}. 
(2) For each coordinate Bj of f~, 
B~ = {s l3 j ,  ~( i , j )  = 8}. 
(3) For each s C S the number of pairs (i, j) which are mapped onto 
s under ¢ is M~(s) = M~(8). 
Proof. The existence of a mapping ? satisfying (1)-(3) above is 
equivalent to having an 1 X m table not necessarily MI filled whose (i , j)th 
entry is occupied by s, if ?(i, j) = 8. Further, each s ~ S appears in the 
table exactly re(s) times in exactly re(s) columns and re(s) rows, and 
each column j and each row i gives an exact list of the elements in the 
jth coordinates Bj and ith coordinate A ~, respectively. 
For the "only if" part of the theorem, we shall describe a process in 
assigning states into the entries of a table. 
(1) For each column j, if Bj requires  in A ~ to distribute, then ~ssign 
s to the entry (i, j).  Similarly, for each row i. 
(2) For each column j, assign s in Bi to the entry (i, j) if Bi re- 
quires s in A~ to distribute with fixed ~, where a is the ~ssignment done 
previously. Similarly for each row. 
(3) Repeat step (2) until now new assignment results. 
(4) Suppose for some row i, there is a state s ~ A¢ which has not 
been assigned. By the discussion before, there is a columnj, where s E Bj. 
which also has not been assigned. Assign s in this (i, j). Then perform 
steps (2) and (3) again until no new assignment results. 
(5) Repeat step (4) until every 8 in every coordinate A~ of ~ has 
been assigned. 
By the previous discussion and remarks, this process is exhaustive and 
complete. 
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To prove the "if" part, we assume that an l X m table exists. For 
each s, if s appears more than once in the table, we can delete the state s 
in the ith row and j th  column, if s is in ( i , j) .  The resulting new pair of , 
-covers is still MD. We can perform this deletion for all s ~ S up to 
(re(s) - 1) times. Hence (9/, ~)  has DDP.  This completes the proof. 
Using above theorems as  a stepping stone, we shall now establish a 
necessary and sufficient condition on a pair of *-covers (9/, ~)  of S to 
ensure the existence of a function ~ satisfying (1), (2) of Theorem III.1 
such that ( I , ,  I e ,  ~) is a GPDT on M. First, we introduce the following 
definigon. 
DEFINITION III.6. Let 9I, ~ be *-covers of S. Then (9I, ~)  has added 
deleted istributive property (ADDP) if and only if 
(1) 3 a finite set of symbols S and two *-covers ~, ~ of S .  
(2) 3 a function ~" from ~ onto S such that 9/, ~ are *-covers of S 
induced by 9/, ~ respectively under ~. 
(3) (~, ~)  has DDP.  
EXAr~PLE 111.3. Let S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, 9/ = ({1, 2, 3}, {1, 3}-{4, 5}), 
= ({1, 41, {1, 2, 4}, {3, 53). Then let S = {1', 2', 3', 4', 5', 6'3. Let 
= ({1', 2', 3'3, {1', 7'}, {4', 5', 6'}), ~ = ({1', 4'}, {1', 2', 6'3, 
13', 5', 7'} ). Let ~ : S --+ S such that V i, 1 __ i_< 5,~( i ' )  = land  
~(6') = 4, ~(7') = 3. Then (~/, ~)  has ADDP. 
THEOI~EM 111.3. A pair of *-cover (9/, ~)  of S has ADDP if and only if 
3 ~ from a subset of I~ X Is onto S such that 
(1) for each coordinate A ~ of 9I 
A~ = {st3 j ,  ? ( i , j )  = s}. 
(2) For each B] of ~, 
B~ = {s]3 i ,~( i , j )  = s}. 
Proof. Suppose (9/, ~)  has ADDP. Since ~[, ~ are *-covers induced by 
9/, ~ respectively under ~, thus for all i, for all j, A~ = ~(zil), B~. = 
~'(Jg~.). Therefore I¥ = I~,  I~ = Is  • By the result of Theorem IV.1 
(~[, ~) has DDP implies that :3 # from a subset of I~ X I~ onto S. Define 
a function ~ = ~# such that ~(i, j) = s if ~(~(i, j)) = s. Thus for each i, 
-- I s [3 j ,  ¢(i,  j )  = sl; 
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and for each j, 
Bs = Is l3 i ,  ~(i, j) = s}. 
This proves the "only if" part. 
To show the "if" part, we observe that the function ~ gives rise to an 
l × m table in which there are columns or rows containing repeated 
appearance of certain states. 
For  each occupied entry (i, j), we  associate a new symbo l  ~(i, j). Let 
= { ~(i, j) }. Construct a new 1 X m table as follows. For each (i, j ) th 
entry in this new table, we put ~(i, j). Each row i gives a set A~ and each 
column j gives a se t /~.  Let ~ = (A1, "'" Al), ~ = (/01, "'" , J~,~). 
Then also by Theorem I¥.1, (~, ~) has DDP. Define a function ~ from 
to S as follows. For each ~(/, j) C S, ~'@(i, j)) = s if s occupies (i, j ) th 
entry in the original table. It  is clear that for all i,j,~(A~) = A~, 
i'(B~) = B~, Thus ~I, !B are *-covers of S induced by ~, ~ of S under ~. 
Therefore, (~, !3) has ADDP. 
We have now reached the following main theorem. 
THEOR~M III.3. All GPDT of M = (S, T, f) are of type (I~, I~, ~} 
where ~, ~ are *-covers of S with ADDP, and I~, I~ are their index sets, 
respectively. 
IV. PROPERT IES  OF  GENERAL IZED PA IR  DECOMPOSIT ION 
A. DECOMPOSITION MAT~L< 
Let M' = (S',  T, f ')  be a generalized pair decomposition f 
M = (S, T, f). Then M' is a pair automaton and there exists a sub- 
automaton M " = ($, T, f '  I$} of M', also a homomorphism 9 from M ~p 
onto M. To study the interconnections between component automata 
Mx = (S~, T X S~, f~), M2 = {$2, T X $1,f2) of the pair automaton M' 
as a GPD of M is to study the connections between M~, M2 of the pair 
automaton M" as a GPD of itself. Thus in order to study the GPD's of 
M with interconnecting stimuli, it is only necessary to study pair au- 
tomaton as a GPD of itself, namely in the associated triplet {S~, $2, ~}, 
is an isomorphism. 
Let M' = (S', T, f ') be a GPD of M = (S, T, f}, where in its associated 
GPDT ($1, $2, ~}, ~ is one-to-one from g ~ $1 X S~ onto S. Namely M 
is an isomorphic image of a sub-automaton ($, T, f'l~} of M'. Let the 
two relations t~, t~2 on S be naturally induced by ~ as follows. Two states 
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s, s' are 0,-reIated if and only if q-l(s) and ~-~(s') have the same ith co- 
ordinate, i = 1, 2. Since ¢ is one-to-one onto, 0u, 022 are equivalence r la- 
tions and in the lattice of all equivalence r lations on S, the g.l.b, of ~1 
and 022 = 0~1 ~] 0~ = 0 (where 0 is the finest). 
DEFINITION IV.1. Let 011,02: be two equivalence relations on S such 
that 011 N 02~ = 0. Define 021 a relation on S as follows; for sl, s~ E S, 
siO21s~ if and only if for all si' E [sl]~, s2' E [s212 such that si' E [s2']l. We 
havef(sl' ,  a) E If(s2', a)]l for all a E T (where [s]i denotes the equiva- 
lence class containing s under 0~). 
Similarly, we can define the relation 012. 
DEFINITION IV.2. Let M = (S, T, f) be an automaton (not necessarily 
complete). Let 0 be an equivalence r lation of S. Define f-i(0) on S such 
that for s, s' E S, sf-i(o)s ' if and only if f(s, a)Of(s', a) for all a where 
bothf(s,  a) andf(s ' ,  a) h~ve meanings. 
In general, f-l(O) is just a reflexive and symmetric relation on S, and 
f-~(O) is an equivalence r lation if M is a complete automaton. 
THEOaE~ IV.1. Let M' be a GPD of M such that in its associated triplet 
(S~, $2, ,P}, ~ is one to one from ~ ~ S~ X 8~ onto S and II~($) = $1, 
r~2( s ) = 
that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
$2. Then there exists a set of relations { O ~s I 1 <_ i, j <_ 2} on S such 
011,0~2 are equivalence relations and 011 A 022 = 0, 
Ol~ ~___ Oli , 02i ~ 022 , 
o1~ ~ f-1(o~2), o~1 ~ f-1(o11). 
Proof. I t  can be easily checked. 
For a result in the other direction, we have the following. 
THEOREM IV.2. Let M = (S, T,f}. Let {Oi~ [ 1 <_ i , j  <_ 2} be a set of rela- 
tions on S such that 
(1) 011, 022 are equivalence r lations and 011 • 022 = O. 
(3) 01~ __c/-i(0~), O~i c ffi(o~l). 
Then there exists a unique automaton M' = (S', T, f}  such that 
(i) M' is a GPD of M. 
(ii) ~ is one to one where ($1, $2, q~) is the associated GPDT of M'. 
(iii) M' gives rise to the set {O~j}. 
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Proof. Let $1 = {[@}, $2 = {[s]~} be the equivalence classes under 
011, 0~, respectively. Let S' = {(Is]:, [s']2)][s]l fl [s']~ ~ ~f}. For all 
([@, [s']8) C S', a G T, define 
/(([s]:[s']~), ~) = f([s]l N [s']~, ~). 
I t  makes sense since 011 N 0~2 = 0, hence [s]: n [s']~ contains one state. 
Define ~:S' ~ S as ¢([@, [s']2) = [@ n [s']~. Clearly M'  = (S', T, f ') 
is a GPD of M and in the GPDT ($1, S~, ~), ¢ is one to one. 
By the construction, it is obvious that M'  induces two equivMence 
relations ~11, 0~ and 0~1 f'l 02~ = 0. Let slowest. Since 0~ ~ ff:(0o.~). 
V a ~ T, f(s, a)O~f(s~, a). Let sl', s~' ~ S such that s:'O~:s:, s~'O~s~ and 
sz'e~s~'. By the transitivity of 0~, V a ~ T, f(s:', a)O~2f(s~', a). Hence 
s~Ol~s~ implies sff -~ (0~)s~, and 0x~ c f-~ (0~), A similar proof can be given 
for 0~1. Hence M'  gives rise to {0~}. 
We call 
the decomposition matrix of the GPD M'  of M. The relationship between 
the decomposition matrix and input configuration is as follows. Let 
S: = {a : , . . . ,  a~}, S~ = {b~, . . .  , b~} and T = {a l , ' . ' ,  a~}. 
THEOREM IV.3. Let sl, s2E S such that I I:(~-:(s:)) = al and 
IIl(~-:(s~)) = a2. Then slO~s~ if and only if f~ 1 ~ f~.  Similarly, if 
II2(~-~(s:)) = 51, H2(~-:(s2)) = b2, then slO2:s~ if and only if fb~ "-~ f~ 
(where ~-~ means compatibility as in Subsection II.A.) 
Proof. I t  can be easily verified by using the definition of 0~j and com- 
patibility. 
As discussed before, each O~j, i ~ j, can be represented by a cover of S. 
Let n(Oo') denote the number of elements in a minimum subcover of the 
cover of &j.. Then n(01~) and n(O~l) are the numbers of input configura- 
tions from the component automaton M1 to M~ and from M2 to M: ,  
respectively. 
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B. CONGltUENC]~ RELATION OF DEGREE 
Recall the definition of f-l(O). We know, in general, f-~(O) gives rise 
to a cover e on S. For each s C S, define N(s, O) to be the minimum num- 
ber of elements required in e whose union covers {f(s', a) 1 s'Os, a 6 T}. 
DEFINITION IV.3. An equivalence r lation 0 on S is called a congruence 
relation of degree k on S if and only if max~cs N(s, O) = k. 
We note the following trivial results. 
(1) A congruence relation of degree 1 is an ordinary congruence 
relation (i.e. an equivalence r lation with substitution property). 
(2) Let 01,02 be congruence r lations of degrees kl,/c2 respectively. 
Then 01 n 0~, the g.l.b, of 01 and 02 is a congruence relation of degree 
<_ 1@2. Yet 01 U 02, the 1.u.b. of 01 and 02 may be of higher degree than 
kl/~2. 
Let M(O) denote the maximM number of elements in any class of 0. 
THEOREM IV.4. Let 0 be an equivalence relation on a complete automaton 
M. Then 0 is a congruence relation of degree t~ if and only i f  
M(O/f-~(O) N e) = k. 
Proof. Since M is complete f-~(O) is an equivalence relation, and so is 
(O/ffl(O) fl 0). From definitions lc = m(O/f-l(O) n 0). 
We now investigate the relationship between congruence relations of 
degree k on S and the number of input configurations in a generalized 
pair decomposition M' of M. 
Let M'  be GPD of M = (S, T, f} with components 
M1 = ($I , $2 X T, fl}, M2 = ($2, $1 X T, f~}, 
and ¢ be the associated isomorphism. 
For each a C $1, b C $2, there exists an l-tuple (al ,  • • • , az) where for 
each/, al -- {fb(a, a~)} if (a, a~) q D(fb), anda,  = ~ otherwise. For each 
a C $1, let the collection of all such l-tuples as b ranges over $2 be the 
successor set of a. Two l-tuples (al ,  - . .  , az) and (a / , . . . ,  as') are 
equivalent if and only if for each i, where a~ # f,~, as' # ~,  we have 
a~ = a/ .  Let L1 denote the maximum number of distinct l-tuples in any 
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successor set of a, as a ranges over $1. Clearly, the number LI ,is a lower 
bound on the number of distinct non-compatible functions (input con- 
figurations) from component automaton M~ to M1. Recall the definition 
of a congruence relation 011 of degree k, it is clear that k is exactly the 
number L1. Therefore, we have the following. 
THEOREM IV.5. There exists, on S, a congruence relation 011of degree k 
if and only if there exists a GPD M' of M such that: 
(i) M1 induces 011, where M1 is a component of M'; 
(ii) ~ is 1 --* 1 where ($1, $2, ~} is the associated GPDT; 
(iii) ]c is a lower bound on the number of input configurations from 
M2 to M1. 
Suppose 01t is of degree 1, an ordinary congruence relation, then it is 
easily seen that the number of input configurations from 21//2 to M1 is 
exactly 1, i.e. the number of lines from M~ to M1 is zero, hence the de- 
composition is a serial one. 
Combining the result of Theorem IV.2 and the above theorem, we 
h ave: 
THEOREM IV.6. There exist two congruence relations 011, 22 of degrees 
kl , k2 respectively such that 011 A 02~ = 0 if and only if there exists a GPD 
M' of M such that 
(i) M1, M2 induces 011,025, respectively, where M~ are components 
of M'. 
(ii) ~ is 1 ~ 1 where (81, $2, ¢) is its associated GPDT. 
(iii) kl, k2, are the lower bounds on the numbers of input con~gurations 
from M2 to M1 and from MI to M2 , respectively. 
In the special case when 011,052 are both of degree 1 and 011 N 055 = 0. 
Then the numbers of input configurations from M2 to M1 and from M1 to 
M: are both 1, hence the decomposition is a parallel one. 
C. SERIES AND PARALLEL DECOMPOSITIONS 
We shall show that our results include the known results about series 
and parallel decomposition asspecial cases. 
A set system ~ = (A1, • • • , A l) of S is a *-cover of S such that for all 
i, j, A i c A~. if and only if i = j. 
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D FINITION IV.4. Let  f (A~,  a) = {f(s, a)t s 6 A~ and (s, t) ~ D(f)}. 
A *-cover 9.I is said to have the substitution property (SP) if and only if 
for all a ~ T, for all i, f (A~,  a) ~_ A~ for some j. 
DEFINITION IV.5. Let ?l, i~ be two *-covers of S. Then (~ N ~)  = 0 
if and only if for all i, for all j, A ~ N Bj contains at most one element. 
THEOnEM IV.7. Let M = (S, T , f}  and ~[ = (Ax, • .. , A~) be a *-cover 
on S with SP. Then there exists an automaton ~I  = (S, T, f}, and a hamo- 
morphism p from ~7I to M and an ordinary congruence relation 0~,_ , i.e., of 
deg~'ee 1, on 2~I such that 0~ induces ?I under p. 
Proof. Let A~ = {s(~-,1), . . .  , s(~,v(o)}. For each s(~. j) C A~, we intro- 
duce a distinct new symbol ~(i.j). We do this for all il Let S be the col- 
ection of all new symbols. For all ~(~,j) G. 2:~, define p(~,~,j)) = s(i,j). 
Let f be a function from S X T into S such that if f(s(~,j), a) = s(~,~), 
then ](s~.i) ; a) = ~(k,~) •The number ]c is fixed for a particular choice 
o f ianda  ~ T. Let2~ = (S, T , ]} .Thenfop  = po]andp isahomo_  
morphism from M to M. The collection {A~} forms a partition on $, thus 
inducing the equivalence r lation ~1~ on S where ~,¢)0u~.~) if and only 
if i = h. By the construction of M, 0~ is an ordinary congruence rela- 
tion. I t  is clear that ~I is induced by 011 under p. 
As a result, if ~ is *-cover with SP, then there exists a GPD M'  of M 
such that M'  is a series connection of two component automata. M1, M2 
(i.e., n(O2~) = 1) and M1 induces 011 which in turn induces ?I. Since a set 
system is a *-cover, our result clearly includes the known results for 
series decomposition. 
THEOREM IV.8. Let M = (S, T, f}. Let ?ii , ?~2 be two *-covers of S with 
SP such that (~[1 N ~2) = O. Then there exists an automaton 117i = (~, T, f)  
and a homomorphism ~ from M to M and two congruence relations 011,022 on 
such that 611 N 02~ = O, and induce ~1, ~2 , respectively, under ~. 
Proof. Let  ~i = (A1, .. • , Az) ,  ~12 = (B1, • .- , B,,) be *-covers with 
SP. Construct an l X m table as follows. The rows are labeled by 
i, 1 _< i ~ l, and columns by j, 1 ~ j ~ m. If A~ (] Bj # ~2f, then the 
entry (i, j )  is occupied by the st.ate s(~,5) b~ Ai N B~. For each occupied 
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( i , j ) ,  we introduce a new symbol ~<i.y) • Let 3 be the collection of all such 
new symbols. For each i, 1 _ i ~ l, let 21i = {~(~,j)} and for each 
j, 1 < j _< m, let /~j = {~<~,y)}. Let ~1 = ( -~1, ' " ,  2:~), ~2 = 
(/~1 "'" , /~) .  Then {2:~}, {/~.} are two partitions on 3 hence induce two 
equivalence relations t~11, t~2~ on S. Since ~I1 f) ~I2 = 0, by our construction, 
t~11 f) t}~ = 0. Since ~I~ has SP, by the above proposition, there is an 
automaton M1 -- (3, T, fl} realizing M and ~1 is a congruence r lation on 
M1. Similarly, there is an automaton M~ = (3, T, f~) realizing M and ~2 
is a congruence r lation on M2. For each ~(~,j) and each a C T, define 
](~(~,j), a) = ~ where, 
fl(s(i,i), a) = tia<i,a), f2(8(1.i), a) = Bk(j,,) and 2:h(i,~ f'lBk(ij) = ~. 
Then/1~ = (3, T,f)  is an automaton. Define ~(~(~,~)) = s(~,~-~. Then ~ is 
a homomorphism and ~r realizes M. Clearly ?11, ~I2 are still two con- 
gruence relations on ~1~. This completes the proof. 
Together with Theorem IV.6 this theorem includes the known result 
for the parallel case. 
D. ON THE LOWER BOUND OF INPUT CONFIGUR&TIONS 
Let 011 be a congruence r lation of degree k on S. Let M'  be a GPD of 
M with M1, M: as its components. We have shown that if the states of 
MI induce 011 on S, then, in general,/~ is only a lower bound on the number 
of input configurations from M: to M1. We shall now establish the result 
that this lower bound k can always be reached if we allow the component 
M2 to vary. We shMl obtain an upper bound on the number of states of 
such M2 and show that, if t~11 is non-trivial, this upper bound is always less 
than the number of states in the original automaton M. Thus, as a result, 
for each non-trivial congruence r lation 011 on S of degree k, there always 
exists a non-trivial GPD M t of M with M1, M2 as components such that 
the number of input configurations from 21//2 to M1 is exactly k. This also 
shows that k is actually the best bound one can give in generM on the 
number of input configurations from component M1 to M~, where 3/1 
induces the congruence r lation 011 of degree k on S. 
Let. M = (S, T, f )  and ~ {S} = n. Let 011 be a given congruence r lation 
of degree k. Denote by {P~ [ 1 < i < n(011)} the set of equivalence classes 
of ~11. Let ~(  P ~) = n ( s, 011), s E P. Let l~ denote the number of elements 
in each equivalence class P~. We shall choose P1 to be a particular equiva- 
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lence class 011 such that ~(P1) = ]c and if, for some j, ~(P]) = k, then 
lj < li. 
DEFINITION IV.6. For each i, 1 < i < n(On), define 
{~- -  (k+l )  if l~>k+l ,  
g(i) = otherwise. 
THEOREM IV.9. Given a congruence relation On of degree k, there exists an 
equivalence r lation 022 on S which, together with On, gives rise to a reflexive, 
symmetric relation 021 as defined in Definition IV.l, such that: 
(i) 011 gl 022 = 0; 
[k if (V i ) ( l ,  < k), 
n(011) 
(ii) n(82~) = (k + 1) + ~ q(i) otherwise; 
i=1  
(ii~) re(On) <_ n(022) ~_ n and n(022) = n only if n(On) = 1; 
(iv) e21 _ e~2 ;
(v) n(O21) = k. 
Proof. For each P~, order the elements in P~. such that the first ~(P i )  
states give a complete set of representatives which are not f-1(~11) re- 
lated in P~. For each i, let s~,t denote the tth state in P~. 
Case A. (Vi)( l i  <_ k). 
Let Q1, • • • , Qk be k subsets of S defined as follows: 
For each i, 1 < i < n(On) 
(1) For any t, 1 < t <_ l~, s~.t E Q] for one and only one j, 1 < j _< k. 
(2) For anyt ,  t ' , t  # t 'and  1 ~_ t , t '  ~ li, and if si.tE Q~and 
of 
s~.,, C Qj,, then j # 3 • 
Clearly, by (1), { Q~} 1_5< ~<k is a collection of disjoint subsets of S. By 
(2), no two distinct states in any 0n-equivalence lass belong to the same 
Q~. Since at least 11 = k, we have, for any j, 1 _< j _< k, Q~. is non-empty. 
[J~=l Q~ = S. Further, {Q~} forms a partition on S; thus induces Clearly, 
an equivalence relation 0~2. Therefore, we have 011 n ~22 = 0 and 
n(O2J = k. From 011, ~22, define ~21 as in Definition IV.1. Hence 021 _ 022, 
by Theorem IV.2. Thus n(02:) = k >_ n(02~) >_ k. Thus n(O~l) = k. 
Case B. (3,)(1 ~ i ~ n(On) )(l~ > l~). 
Let m be the minimum such i. Since ~(P~)  <_ k < k + i, and by 
the ordering we took, 3 t~,  1 _< t~ _< 9~(P~) _< k such that 
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sm.~,~[F~(o~l)]s,~.~o+~. Similarly, for each i such that l~ > /~, -4h,  
1 < h <_ n (PO <_ ]c such that si.~[f-~(On)]s~.k+~. 
Let Q~, . . .  , Qk+~ be disjoint subsets of S defined as follows. 
(1) Let m be designated as above. Let s~.k+l E Q~+, and let 
s,~,~, •. • , sm,~ be assigned to Q1, • • • , Q~, respectively. 
(2) For each i, l~ > k and i ~ m,iet s~,~+l E Q~+i and let s~,~; E Q~.  
(3) For each t ,  t ~ h,  1 < t < k, "4 a unique j ¢ t~, 
1 <j< /¢3 s~.,E Q~.. 
(4) No two states s~,t, sl,t, with 1 < t, t' <_ k belong to the same 
Qj for any j, 1 <_ j<  k. 
Finally, each of the remaining states constitutes a set by itself. Then 
there are exactly r = z.,~=~ g( i )  more sets, denoted by R~, • • • ,  R~. 
Together with Q~, they form a disjoint partition on S. This, in turn, in- 
duces an equivalence r lation 022 on S. Certainly 
n(Oil) 
011n022 = 0 and n(022) = (/c-b 1) Jr ~ g(i). 
Furthermore, define 02~ from 0~, 022 as in Definition IV.1. 
Thus we have the following. 
(1) Every state in Qk+l is 021-related to every state in Qt~ by defi- 
nition of Q~+I and Qt~ • 
(2) For each j, 1 < j < r, 3~, 1 <_ i <_ /~ 3 the only state s E R; is 
021 related to states in Q~.. 
(3) If s E Q~, s' E Q;, and i ~ j ' ,  1 <_ i, j '  _< /~, then s 0~1 s' and 
! 
s are not 02~-related. Hence we have n(021) = 1¢. 
This completes the proof. 
The results in this section are very important. We shall summarize the 
significance as follows. Let M'  be a GPD of M = (S, T, f). In discussing 
the properties of a pair decomposition, it suffices to assume that all 
*-covers are of the partition type on some suitably chosen larger set S'. 
To find the numbers n(021), n(012) (input configurations from Ms to M1 
and from M1 to M~ respectively) is a covering problem. Let 011 be an 
equivalence relation on S. If k is the degree of On, then k is the lower 
bound for n(021) for any choice of the equivalence relation 02: such that 
0~1 I"1 023 = 0. If k = 1, then the lower bound is always achieved. Thus the 
series and parallel decompositions are included as special cases. If 0~i s 
a non-trivial congruence r lation (i.e., i < n(011) < n) of degree k, then 
there always exists a non-trivial equivalence relation 02~ on S such that 
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011 N 02~ = 9, and n(021) = k. Furthermore,  an algorithm for it can be 
easily stated. 
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